CRAFT - JESUS HEALS BLIND MAN

You will need: 2 paper plates - with eyes cut out, colouring pencils, brown or grey wool, scissors, mud or brown paint, craft pin, glue.

1. Cut out this happy face. Cut out the eye spaces. Stick on the underside of the paper plates with holes, matching up the eyes. Stick wool round the edges for the hair and the beard.
2. Draw a sad face with ears on the inner circle of the 2nd plate. Then cut out.

3. Fix the 2 faces together with a craft pin.

4. Smear some 'mud' (brown paint) on the eyes of the sad face

5. Hold the faces in front of your face. What can you see? (Nothing!!) Swivel the sad face away and say 'I was blind but now I can see'.
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